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Abstract: The objective of the study was to define the norm of
new 3-dimensional cephalometric analysis of maxillomandibular
sagittal relationship with the patient in Natural Head Position. A
cross-sectional study was performed using 700 consecutives cone
beam computed tomography datasets of pre-orthodontic patients
received for three-dimensional craniofacial analysis. To stablish
the clinical norm of the new sagittal reference (linear distance
A-B), the correlation with the gold standard (ANB angle) was
estimated with the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Sub-
sequently, the prognostic values of the linear distance A-B was
calculated to define the clinical norm. The sample was composed
by 463 women (66.1%) and 237 men (33.9%). The mean age was
30 ± 14,5 years old (range 6–71 y old). According to the skeletal
class classification (ANB), 46.1% (323) were class I, 42% (294)
class II, and 11.9% (83) class III. The regression model found that
each additional grade of the ANB angle imply a mean increase of
1.24 mm of the distance A-B (P< 0.001). The normative value of
the linear distance A-B was obtained through the prognostic
values of the distance for the limits of the ANB norm 0 to 4. These
values were on the range of 0.52 to 5.48 mm. Therefore, the

clinical norm for cephalometric maxillomandibular sagittal re-
lationship using linear distance from point A-B is: 3± 2.48 mm.
With this new approach, we can define the skeletal sagittal rela-
tionship of the patient in natural head position overcoming the
limitations of using intracranial or occlusal plane references im-
proving the diagnosis and orthognathic surgical planning process.

Key Words: Natural head position, orthodontics, sagittal rela-
tionship, three-dimensional diagnosis
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The maxillomandibular anteroposterior relationship is one of
the key aspects in orthodontic diagnosis. Because of its

impact on the treatment plan, different proposals have emerged
over the years to offer a measurement reliable enough to obtain
an accurate diagnosis.1–5

Of all of them, the most widely used continue to be the ANB
angle and the Wits Appraisal. In fact, ANB is still considered
the gold standard in orthodontic sagittal diagnosis by several
authors.6,7 However, each analysis has its limitations and
drawbacks. It has been demonstrated that ANB angle is highly
influenced by some factors that can lead to a wrong inter-
pretation of the patient’s sagittal relationship. Of those factors,
anteroposterior4 and vertical position8 of Nasion in relation to
point A and B, the vertical growth (distance N to B) and in-
crease in dental height (vertical distance A to B) have shown to
have a great impact on ANB.9

To overcome these limitations, Jacobson10 proposed the use of
the Wits Appraisal which is performed by tracing perpendicular
lines from points A and B to functional occlusal Plane. However,
this approach implies to perform a skeletal diagnosis using a
dental parameter. Therefore, it is still influenced by other factors
as tooth eruption, dental development9 and even the change on
the inclination of the occlusal plane after treatment.11,12

Because of the great variability observed in intracranial
references, the description of measurements that are not influ-
enced in any way by this variation is essential.13–15 .To do this,
conducting diagnostic analyses with the patient in the Natural
Head position is fundamental.14,16 In such a manner, meas-
urements can be generated related to the true horizontal and
vertical planes that, therefore, are not influenced in any way by
the variability of the structures of the craniofacial complex, nor
by the changes that occur in them with age.17
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Regarding reproducibility, natural position of the head has
shown less variability when compared with other intracranial
reference planes in the pitch axis. In this sense, Madsen et al14 in
which they studied 11 reference planes, they found that the
variability of the intracranial planes is very high. The planes
that showed less variability with respect to the true horizontal
were Frankfurt and KW line, with SDs of 4.6 and 4.7 degrees,
respectively, which is twice the reproducibility of NHP in the
pitch axis (mean square error 2.1 degrees).14

Therefore, the analysis in natural position of the head is of
great relevance in the orthodontic field, craniofacial
anomalies,18 planning of orthognathic surgery,19,20 craniocer-
vical angulation, and in the analysis of soft tissues.21

Along with all this, the introduction of cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT) has brought a new reality to the study of
our patients. With this, the limitations that we had in the past
with 2-dimensional radiology have been overcome. It com-
pletely eliminates overlapping structures and distortion
problems.22 It also allows more accurate marking of landmarks
as long as they are made in all three views of the multiplanar
reconstruction.23,24 Thanks to the 3-dimensional image, today
we have a clearer analysis of the diagnosis of asymmetries25,26

and the study of the temporomandibular joint.27 This being of
vital importance since alterations in the condylar position can
alter the interpretation of the maxillomandibular sagittal and
transverse relationship,28 as well as undiagnosed condylar de-
generative pathologies can lead to both a misdiagnosis and lack
of stability of the treatment.29–31

In front of this scenario, this study attempts to define a
method to analyze 3-dimensionally the real maxillomandibular
sagittal relationship and define the normative value for its
clinical application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross-sectional study was performed using 700 consecutives
CBCT datasets of pre-orthodontic patients received for 3-
dimensional craniofacial analysis on a private center of diag-
nosis. As this study used pre-existing CBCT, it neither alter the
diagnostic imaging protocol applied to patients in any way nor
is it necessary to perform another x-ray that involves increased
radiation for the patient. Therefore, inclusion in this study does
not harm the patient in any aspect. This project follows the
ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. To anonymize
the data, a numerical identification was given to each patient
and used during the data processing.

It was excluded for the study data from patients with the
following characteristics confirmed in the 3-dimensional cra-
niofacial analysis: patients who had taken any orthodontic
treatment or had undergone any maxillofacial surgery, patients
with facial asymmetry, congenital diseases, temporomandibular
degenerative, or hyperplasic conditions and CBCT of patients
who exhibit a marked vertical condylar distraction on the
sagittal view.

Image Processing
The CBCT scans were performed using a standardized

scanning protocol (i-CAT, Imaging Sciences International, Inc.,
Hatfield, PA). Patients were instructed to sit upright and posi-
tion themselves in natural head position looking forward as they
were seeing themselves. They were instructed to maintain the
maximum intercuspation. They were asked to rest the tongue in
a relaxed position, breathe lightly, and avoid any other motor
reaction. Vertical scanning was performed in “extended field”
modus (field of view 17 cm diameter, 22 cm height; scan time

2×20 s; voxel size 0.4 mm) at 120 kV (according to DICOM
field 0018,0060 kVp) and 48 mA (according to DICOM field
0018,1151 x-ray tube current).

DICOM datasets were imported to Dolphin Imaging 3D
version 11.8 software (Dolphin Imaging & Management Sol-
utions, Chatsworth, CA) for analysis. All the steps of the three-
dimensional craniofacial analysis were performed by the same
investigator.

Virtual Head Orientation
Natural head orientation (NHO) was selected for 3-dimen-

sional craniofacial analysis. For that purpose, extraoral pho-
tographs in NHO were used. Patients were instructed to stand in
their natural position and to stare at their own eyes reflected in a
60×90 cm mirror at a distance of 1 m. Before that, patients were
asked to tilt their heads forward and backward with decreasing
amplitude until they came to a comfortable position. They were
instructed to maintain their habitual occlusion with maximum
intercuspation and to relax their lips while their facial photo-
graphs were taken.

To reorient the virtual patient on the software (soft tissue
layer) the following steps were performed. First of all, ori-
entation on pitch axis was done. To do so, angulation between
Tragus point (Trg) and Exocanthion point (Ex) with the true
horizontal on the photo was transferred to the virtual patient.
Then, a double check of the position was performed transferring
the angle between the soft tissue Nasion point (Ns) and Pro-
nasale (Prn) and the true horizontal to the virtual patient. After
that, orientation on the roll axis was performed. Angulation
between Right and Left Ex point and the true horizontal was
transferred to the software. The last step to orientation on yaw
axis was done on the craniocaudal view the 3-dimensional re-
construction was rotated until the Midsagittal plane pass
through Nasion, Basion, and Crista Galli and the coronal
plane passes through the transporionic plane as described by
Cevidanes et al32 Then, planes were verified on multiplanar
reconstruction views. After the orientation of the virtual patient,
intrinsic true planes of the software were left at this levels: axial
plane was set at a height level of right Orbitale, Coronal plane
was set as transporionic level and midsagittal plane was set
passing through Nasion, Basion, and Crista Galli.33 (Fig. 1)

Landmarks and Measurements
To study the normative values for the proposed new 3-

dimensional sagittal measurement for skeletal class catego-
rization, the following landmarks, and measurements were
performed by the same investigator (I.M.M.).( Supplemental
Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/
SCS/E861)

All the landmarks were marked in the 3 multiplanar views
(axial, coronal, and sagittal) of the CBCT. (Fig. 2)

Measurements:

(1) ANB angle: the angle formed by point A, Nasion and
point B (normal range= 0–4 degrees).

(2) Linear distance A-B: Moving the true vertical at level of
point A with virtual patient on NHO, the linear distance
from point B to A was measured. (Fig. 3)

Statistical Analysis
The data analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows

version 15.0.1 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL. First). Descriptive
analysis of the variables was performed. After that, descriptive
analysis was extended with the 95% CI for the mean, coefficient of
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variation and the study of the adjustment to normal distribution of
the A-B distance using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. As 2the
sample is large, all the objectives of the study are addressed using a
parametric approach.

The inferential analysis included the following tests:

(1) Independent samples t test (2-sample t test) to compare the
means of parameters according to sex (evaluation of sex
dimorphism).

(2) Pearson χ2 test, to assess the association between skeletal
class according to ANB and profile variables (such as sex).

(3) Pearson correlation coefficient to estimate the degree of
linear association between cephalometric variables
and age.

(4) Estimation of a simple linear regression model with
dependent variable the distance A-B and independent the
angle ANB. The equation of the model will allow defining
the clinical norm for distance. Estimates of beta coef-
ficients, 95% CIs, and coefficient of determination were
provided to assess the quality of match. The theoretical
hypotheses of the model are tested (normality, homosce-
dasticity, and no autocorrelation of the residuals). The
level of significance used in the analyzes was 5% (α= 0.05).

RESULTS
Sample was composed by 700 CBCTs of pre-orthodontic
patients that were received with 3-dimensional craniofacial di-
agnosis purposes. Four hundred sixty-three of them were
women (66.1%) and 237 men (33.9%). The mean age was 30 ±
14.5 years old (range 6–71 y old).

According to the skeletal class classification (ANB), 46.1%
(323) were class I, 42% (294) class II, and 11.9% (83) class III.

As a means to stablish the clinical norm of the proposed new
sagittal reference (linear distance A-B) it is required to dem-

onstrate whether there is a strong correlation with the gold
standard (ANB angle). For that purpose, it was estimated the
Pearson correlation coefficient obtaining a r= 0.89 (P< 0.001).
So, it was found a robust relation between both parameters.
( Supplemental Table 2, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://
links.lww.com/SCS/E861)

The regression model allows to obtain the equation of the
tangent line:

Linear Distance AB= 0.52+1.24 ANB.
Each additional grade of the ANB angle imply a mean in-

crease of 1.24 mm of the distance A-B. This impact was sta-
tistically significant (P< 0.001).

The normative value of the linear distance A-B was obtained
through the prognostic values of the distance for the limits of
the ANB norm 0 to 4. These values were on the range of 0.52 to
5.48 mm. In other words, Class I patients can be classified using
the linear distance A-B using the following normal values: 3 ±
2.48 mm, Class III patients have values of the linear distance
A-B< 0.52 mm and class II patients> 5.48 mm.

FIGURE 1. Virtual head orientation. Lateral, frontal, and craniocaudal view.

FIGURE 2. Landmark identification. Location of points was made in the
coronal, sagittal, and axial MPR views with the 3D skeletal renderization. 3d
indicates 3-dimensional; MPR; multiplanar reconstruction.

FIGURE 3. (A) SNA, SNB, and ANB. (B) Lateral view of the linear distance A-B.
(C) Caudo-cranial view representing distance from point B to A and also
evaluate the symmetry between the mandible and the maxilla in the yaw axis.

FIGURE 4. Classification according ANB and linear distance AB. (Dist. A-B).
Light green area: class I according to ANB and class I according to dist.A-B.
Blue zone: class III according to ANB and class III according to dist.A-B. Yellow
zone: class II according to ANB and class II according to dist.A-B. Dark green
zone: class III according to ANB and class II according to dist.A-B. Brown zone:
class I according to ANB and class II according to dist.A-B. Violet zone: class II
according to ANB and class I according to dist.A-B. Red zone: class II according
to ANB and class III according to dist.A-B. Orange zone: class I according to
ANB and class III according to dist.A-B. Pink zone: class III according to ANB
and class I according to dist.A-B.
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Obviously, not every individual in a certain skeletal class
(according to ANB) is going to be in the same class according to
linear distance A-B and vice versa. This concept is illustrated on
Figure 4. This fact is basically due to the impact that variations
on the anteroposterior and vertical position of Nasion point on
ANB values as has been previously demonstrated by Hussel
et al9

Effect of the Variables Studied
There is an evident gender dimorphism on the studied pa-

rameters with several statistically significant differences. The
ANB is one of the most important, showing that the ANB angle
is statistically significant larger on female (mean difference
-1.15< 0 ). In fact, the percentage of class I is almost identical
on both sexes, about 46%. However, class III is much more
frequent on males (20.3% versus 7.6%).

Regarding to age, it was found also statistical significance for
some of the parameters. However, in this case, due to the huge
sample size, correlations as low as r= 0.08 are significative but,
probably with no clinical relevance.

Study of Method Error
One month after the first analysis, the same investigator

repeated the measurements on a subgroup of 26 patients
randomly selected to study the error of the method and the intra-
observer reproducibility. For this purpose, the following param-
eters were calculated: Dalhberg´s formula, Intraclass correlation
coefficient and coefficient of variation.

It has been obtained values between 0.10 and 0.30 mm of
Dalhberg D for the linear measurements and between 0.23 and
0.25 for the angles. Therefore, reasonably low absolute error has
been obtained. The CCI was 0.99 for all the measurements.
Therefore, it can be considered a very high reproducibility as is
higher than 0.90 for all the parameters.

DISCUSSION
The ANB angle was described to relate the maxillary and
mandibular bone bases and therefore be able to diagnose the
sagittal skeletal relationship with respect to a cranial reference.1

However, over time it has been shown that the cranial base
passing through the S and N points undergoes variations during
growth and that therefore the Nasion and Sella points are not
stable references.5 This fact is of vital importance in the diag-
nostic interpretation, as the anteroposterior and vertical posi-
tion of the Nasion will interfere with the ANB value even if
points A and B were in exactly the same sagittal relationship
between them.9 For this reason, several authors have insisted on
the fact that the ANB angle is not a reliable reference to identify
an altered maxillomandibular sagittal relationship4,34

That is why other measures such as Wits Appraisal have
been introduced to overcome the limitations presented by the
ANB. In this sense, it has been statistically demonstrated that
ANB varies depending on age and Wits does not.17 However,
the Wits appraisal involves making skeletal diagnosis based on
dental parameters35 and, therefore, is highly influenced by the
degree of dental development, vertical movements of incisors,
molars, or both during treatment.11

To this is added that if we think about the diagnosis of the
patient 3-dimensionally, it is common to exist large variations in
the occlusal plane between the right side and the left side, es-
pecially in the Roll axis (Canting) that would lead to different
diagnostic interpretations depending on the side to be evaluated.
Therefore, it would suppose a re-evaluation of the clinical norm
of the Wits that was described in 2 dimensions in lateral skull

radiographs and that therefore would not take into account
these bilateral variations.

In like a manner, it would happen with variations of the Wits
like the one described by Chang36 in which he projects the
points A and B on the Frankfort plane. When we analyze pa-
tients 3-dimensionally, large variations in the position of the
right and left Porion and Orbitale points are observed, there-
fore, would have a large impact on the diagnostic interpretation
performed in this way.

In this scenario, we have to consider that currently that it is
possible to carry out a comprehensive diagnosis of the patient
3-dimensionally, the anatomic variations of the bilateral cranial
or dental landmarks make necessary to define new measures
that overcome these limitations. This diagnosis inevitably in-
volves using extracranial reference lines and therefore related to
the true vertical and horizontal planes. For this, the diagnosis
unavoidably passes through the use of the Natural Head posi-
tion.

To this is added that the use of orthodontic 3-dimensional
diagnosis in NHP allows to use a common diagnosis for the
different specialties, especially for ortho-surgical cases, as it is
the reference position used by the main virtual planning pro-
tocols in orthognathic surgery.37,38,19

Accordingly, we defined a new 3-dimensional protocol that
would allow obtaining an objective interpretation of the max-
illomandibular sagittal relationship without interference of in-
tracranial or occlusal variations. On the basis of the study on a
sample of 700 CBCT, it has been possible to establish the
clinical norm for the sagittal diagnosis based on the linear dif-
ference between point A and B based on the true vertical:
3 ± 2.48 mm. When it was related to the ANB, a robust rela-
tionship was found [r= 0.89 (P< 0.001)], however, not perfect
due to the aforementioned variations in the position of the
Nasion.

Another important aspect occurs with the interpretation of
dental and skeletal asymmetries and midlines, in which the re-
lationship between alterations in the position of the condyle and
the dental and skeletal midline has already been demonstrated
by means of a CBCT study.28 Understanding all these factors
will allow us to have a much more precise understanding of the
real asymmetries in relation to postural deviations.

On the basis of that knowledge, future investigations should
study in depth the influence of craniofacial compensatory al-
terations and condylar position and its effect on sagittal and
transverse measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded that the clinical norm for the cephalometric
maxillomandibular sagittal relationship using the linear distance
from point A-B is: 3 ± 2.48 mm. So, Class III patients have
values of the linear distance A-B< 0.52 mm and class II pa-
tients> 5.48 mm. This new reference overcomes the limitations
of using intracranial or occlusal plane references improving the
diagnosis and orthognathic surgical planning process.
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